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DRAIN SHROUD AND P-TRAPS

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

HOW TO USE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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NOTES
� Drain shroud conceals drain for console tables.

� Shut off the main water supply.

� Observe all local plumbing codes.

REQUIRED TOOLS AND MATERIALS
� Adjustable or open end wrench

� Strap wrench

DRAIN SHROUD INSTALLATION

Install pop-up drain per manufactures instructions.

Slide drain shroud with slot facing toward the back, up
over tailpiece and around ball lever rod, until contact with
locknut on pop-up drain.

At this point, p-trap must be installed to hold drain shroud
in position.
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P-TRAP INSTALLATIONS

K-9018 with 1-1/4” O.D. inlet, and 1-1/4” O.D. outlet.
Intended for console table installations.

Insert tube into drain outlet and connect with nut and
gasket (not supplied). Slide flange back to wall, to cover
the drain outlet.

Place trap nut and gasket onto tailpiece. Slide trap over
tailpiece and tube elbow. Tailpiece must extend 1” to 2”
into trap. Tailpiece may have to be cut to fit. Tighten nuts
and gaskets.

Cleanout plug is used to remove any debris which has
fallen into the trap.
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K-9020 with 1-1/4” O.D. inlet, and 1-1/4” N.P.T. outlet.

Thread end of  tube into drain outlet. Slide flange back to
wall, to cover the drain outlet. Insert other end of tube into
elbow and connect with nut and gasket.

Place trap nut and gasket onto tailpiece. Slide trap over
tailpiece and into elbow. Tailpiece must extend 1” to 2” into
trap. Tailpiece may have to be cut to fit. Tighten nuts and
gasket.

Cleanout plug is used to remove any debris which has
fallen into the trap.
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K-9021 with 1-1/4” O.D. inlet, and 1-1/2” N.P.T. outlet.

Thread end of  tube into drain outlet. Slide flange back to
wall, to cover the drain outlet. Insert other end of tube into
elbow and connect with nut and gasket.

Place trap nut and gasket onto tailpiece. Slide trap over
tailpiece and into elbow. Tailpiece must extend 1” to 2” into
trap. Tailpiece may have to be cut to fit. Tighten nuts and
gasket.

Cleanout plug is used to remove any debris which has
fallen into the trap.
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K-9022 with 1-1/2” O.D. inlet, and 1-1/2” N.P.T. outlet.

Thread end of  tube into drain outlet. Slide flange back to
wall, to cover the drain outlet. Insert other end of tube into
elbow and connect with nut and gasket.

Place trap nut and gasket onto tailpiece. Slide trap over
tailpiece and into elbow. Tailpiece must extend 1” to 2” into
trap. Tailpiece may have to be cut to fit. Tighten nuts and
gasket.

Cleanout plug is used to remove any debris which has
fallen into the trap.
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INSTALLATION CHECKOUT

Turn water supplies on and run water through drain to
check for leaks at all P-trap connections.


